You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for NILFISK ACTION PLUS.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the NILFISK ACTION PLUS in the user manual (information, specifications, safety
advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Instead it shall be handed over to the applicable collection point for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment. By ensuring this product is disposed
of correctly, you will help prevent potential negative consequences for the environment and human health, which could otherwise be caused by inappropriate
waste handling of this product. @@@@@@Do not use the machine without dust bag and filters properly fitted. @@ The machine must not be used for the
suction of water or other liquids. Do not pick up sharp objects such as needles or pieces of glass. Do not pick up anything that is burning or smoking such as
cigarettes, matches or hot ashes. Use and store this machine indoors and in a dry environment, 0 °C to 60 °C. Do not handle the machine with wet hands.
Turn off the machine before unplugging. Do not carry or pull the machine by the cord.
The machine must not be used if the cord shows any sign of damage. Regularly inspect the cord for damage, in particular if it has been crushed, shut in a door
or run over. Have the machine inspected by an authorized service center if the machine has been dropped, damaged, left outdoors or has been exposed to
water. No changes or modifications to the mechanical or electrical safety devices should be made. All repairs must be carried out by an authorized service
center.
Use only original dust bags, original filters and original accessories from your local dealer. Turn off the machine and unplug before starting dust bag or filter
change, grasp the plug, not by pulling on the cord. Do not leave children with the machine without supervision. This appliance is not intended for use by
young persons or infirm persons without supervision unless they have been adequately supervised by a responsible person to ensure that they can use the
appliance safely. Young children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its service agent or similary qualified person in order to avoid a hazard. Before
using the machine make sure that the voltage shown on the rating plate underneath the machine corresponds with the mains voltage. the machine is supplied
with dust bag , prefilter and HEPA filter. @@The tube is telescopic and can be adjusted to your height. @@Insert the hose connector into the blow outlet.
@@ using non-original dust bag or filters will void the warranty. @@Release the hose connection from the suction inlet. @@Release the hose connection
from the suction inlet. Take out the filter holder with prefilter. Fit the new prefilter.
Put the filter holder into the track and push in place. 10. @@@@Put the blow function lid back. 6. Put the lid back and close. @@@@@@@@@@@@
restart 1. Turn off the machine and unplug from the wall socket. 2. @@Plug in the machine again and push the start button. The machine will not start until
cool enough.
If the machine does not start turn it off and unplug. @@The models can include different nozzles. @@@@A fuse in the building may have blown and needs to
be changed. @@@@@@The bent tube, hose, tube or nozzle may be blocked and needs to be cleaned. If the machine stops The thermal fuse may have blown,
see instructions.
Clean the machine surface with a dry cloth or a damp cloth with a little cleaning agent. Order original accessories from a local dealer. Recycling and
scrapping Recycle the wrapping and scrap the machine according to recommendations from the local authorities. Cut the cord as short as possible to avoid
someone getting injured on the scrapped machine. Responsibility Nilfisk disclaim all responsibility for all damage caused by incorrect use or modification of
the machine.
Guarantee The warranty can vary between different countries. This NILFISK Action Plus Series vacuum cleaner is covered by a two (2) year guarantee on the
machine, which covers the motor, cable rewinder, switch and casing. The nozzles, filters, hoses, tubes and other accessories are covered twelve months due to
manufacturing fault only and excludes wear and tear. The guarantee includes spare parts and labour costs, and covers manufacturing and material defects
that may occur during normal domestic use. Service under the guarantee will only be performed if it can be proven that the defect occurred within the
product's guarantee period (a correctly completed guarantee certificate or printed/stamped cash register receipt with date and product type) and on the
condition that the vacuum cleaner was bought as a new product in Great Britain/Ireland/Australia/New Zealand and distributed by Nilfisk-Advance.
@@@@If the machine has been used for home renovations. Nor will it cover incorrect or poor configuration, i. e. @@If the identity number is removed from
the vacuum cleaner. @@Le service couvert par la garantie ne sera effectué que s'il peut être prouvé que le défaut s'est produit durant la période de garantie
du produit (un certificat de garantie correctement rempli ou un ticket de caisse comportant la date d'achat et la désignation du produit) et à la condition que
l'aspirateur ait été acheté comme produit neuf en France et distribué par Nilfisk-Advance.
De meegeleverde mondstukken kunnen van model tot model verschillen. Efter åtgärdande av fel bekostar NilfiskAdvance AB på egen risk retur av
dammsugaren till kundens adress i Sverige. .
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